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Our Design
& Technology
Designed in Ireland

Marcus’s original design sketch

Design
Marcus Notley is a leading designer of luxury goods,
specialising in consumer products for the home. He
has worked closely with a variety of established brand
companies and manufacturers both in Europe and the US
and his designs are sold internationally. Marcus employed
his signature design style of ‘sculpted elegance’ to create
the hugely successful and unique wide angle wedge
profile handle for all La Cuisine products.
The handles allow 4 fingers to pass through, guaranteeing
a stable grip whilst the inner wedge provides a platform
on which to rest the fingers, for both comfort and stability.
This is essential when using oven gloves to remove hot
pans from the oven.

by the award-winning
Marcus Notley.
The La Cuisine range is
aesthetically beautiful. The
gorgeous deep colours are
guaranteed to elicit many
compliments from family
& friends.

“Few products in today’s world get to be
enjoyed by you before being passed down to
the next generation, but this happens to be one
of them. As the designer, you are therefore not
just thinking about how to design these products
for the present, but also for the distant future a product that will stand the test of time”
Marcus Notley, Product Designer

Technology
We use the latest technology in cast iron and have
moved production away from traditional floor-casted
processes in favour of the ultra reliable Disa
production technique.
Each casserole is crafted using sand moulds, which
are used only once, forging a lighter product with
a very fine finish that is truly unique.
>>

Wonderfully versatile – ideal for frying, grilling,
roasting and slow cooking

>>

Excellent food release properties that improve
through use

>>

Suited to all hob types, including induction

>>

Simple to clean – (wash in warm water)

>>

Sure-grip wedge profile handles for comfort
and stability

>>

Lighter and finer finish

>>

Lifetime Guarantee
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Thought

for Food

Design Features
>> The

handles have a unique wide angle wedge
profile that provides a much more comfortable
& secure grip.

>> To

facilitate internal basting, we use a tiered
lid design. These ridges collect (flavoured)
steam droplets and cause them to gather, drop
and disperse back into the food being cooked.
This ensures the food stays moist and improves
flavour even more.

>> Inside,

the pots have a large radius corner for
ease of use and to remove corner food traps.

>> The

base of the pots is slightly thicker than the
side walls. This helps to create a more even
distribution of heat across the floor of the pots.
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Take life by the handles…
La Cuisine’s unique patented wide-angle wedge profile
handle provides a more comfortable & secure grip.

The range has won
numerous awards, including
Best Kitchenware Product
for two consecutive years
at the Home and Gift Fair,
where the series was
first launched.
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A. Thicker base for better heat distribution.
B. Large radius corner for ease of use and to
ensure there are no food traps.

Super-Safe Handles
No Fuss Healthy Cooking
Better Flavour
Easy to Clean, Durable
& Totally Versatile

